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Abstract
There are a great number of Internet-connected devices and their information can be acquired through an
Internet-wide scanning tool. By associating device information with publicly known security vulnerabilities,
security experts are able to determine whether a particular device is vulnerable. Currently, the identification
of the device information and its related vulnerabilities is manually carried out. It is necessary to automate the
process to identify a huge number of Internet-connected devices in order to analyze more than one hundred
thousand security vulnerabilities. In this paper, we propose a method of automatically generating device
information in the Common Platform Enumeration (CPE) format from banner text to discover potentially
weak devices having the Common Vulnerabilities Exposures (CVE) vulnerability. We demonstrated that our
proposed method can distinguish as much adequate CPE information as possible in the service banner.
Keywords
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1. Introduction
Internet-connected devices are growing rapidly and diverse Internet of Things (IoT) services are
being offered [1,2]. Gartner and IDC expect that there will be more than 20 billion IoT devices,
excluding smartphones, tablets, and computers, by 2020 [3]. While numerous computing devices are
constantly connected to the Internet, cyber security threats about hacking are also increasing [4].
Recently, hundreds of thousands of IoT devices, such as IP cameras, were infected by Mirai malware,
which exploited a device’s security vulnerability (e.g., default password) and they were used in DDoS
attacks [5,6]. For these reasons, security experts need to find the vulnerable devices and take action as
soon as possible.
Approximately one hundred thousand Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) entries are
provided by the National Vulnerability Database (NVD) [7,8]. The CVE system provides a reference
method for publicly known security vulnerabilities. A CVE entry is composed of an overview of the
vulnerability, Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS), Common Platform Enumeration (CPE),
Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE), etc. CVE entries provide the information about vulnerable
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products in the CPE format, which gives the vendor, product name, version, etc. of software releases
and hardware products. Thus, by matching a vulnerable product with the relevant CPE name, the
device’s vulnerability information can be easily found out.
A computing device connected to the Internet is searchable through an Internet-wide scanning tool
[9,10]. By scanning its open ports, e.g., HTTP and FTP, and grabbing the banner, the device’s HW/SW
information which can be used in discovering known security vulnerabilities can be known. It takes a
long time to deal with all of the Internet-connected devices and is also inconvenient to identify the
related vulnerabilities one by one. Therefore, we need an automatic technology to analyze the collected
device information and convert it into the standardized format (CPE form) to easily identify the CVE
vulnerability. Currently, it is difficult for the existing methods to automate the identification of the
device information and express it as CPE name, just to provide device information in the raw data
without security vulnerability information.
There is a limitation in identifying all of the device information of a network host based on the
banner response acquired by Internet-wide scanning. Therefore, another analysis of the alreadyidentified OS or application information is necessary to find out additional product information. In the
case where just a device’s application information (e.g., Internet Explorer 11) is known, the target OS
information (e.g., Windows 10) can be additionally identified to find out the OS vulnerabilities. In this
paper, we propose an automatic analysis method of identifying device information based on the CPE
format to quickly cope with publicly known security threats. The first step is to identify device HW/SW
information from service banner text and the next is to add the target OS or the installed application
information of the device in order to discover more security vulnerabilities.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: we introduce the service banner and CPE
dictionary in Section 2 and review the related work in Section 3. In Section 4, the proposed system is
presented, and in Section 5, the experimental results are described. In Section 6, we discuss the coverage
and limitations of our method. Lastly, this paper concludes in Section 7.

2. Background
2.1 Service Banner

Fig. 1. HTTP banner example including server information of the network host [11].
We can acquire the information about a computer system and its services through banner grabbing.
For instance, if a network host uses a HTTP service port, the banner message can be obtained by
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sending a HTTP request [11]. A service banner is composed of free-form texts and has the information
about the service running, including the server. By analyzing open port banner information, we are able
to find out the OS/application information of an Internet-connected device, as shown in Fig. 1.
Unfortunately, this information may be used by an attacker to find vulnerable systems that use
vulnerable versions of operating systems and applications.

2.2 CPE Dictionary
The CPE is a structured naming scheme for the released software packages and hardware products,
and includes a formal name format [12]. The CPE dictionary that is given in the XML format provides a
list of official CPE names (Fig. 2). CPE name is basically composed of part, vendor name, and product
name/version, and also contains update, edition, target, and language information. It is expressed as
cpe:/part:vendor:product:version:update:~edition~sw_edition~target_sw~target_hw~other:language [13].
For example, Internet Explorer 8.0.6001 beta made by Microsoft can be presented as
cpe:/a:microsoft:internet_explorer:8.0.6001:beta.

Fig. 2. CPE dictionary in the XML format.
We extracted the CPE name from the dictionary file, as shown in Fig. 3 and generated search keywords
in the form of a CPE tree structure by analyzing the CPE component.

Fig. 3. CPE names from the CPE dictionary.

3. Related Work
We can use ZMap and Nmap tools for Internet-wide scanning. They scan a network host and find the
vulnerable system in regards to specific vulnerabilities [14,15]. Tenable Network Security developed the
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Nessus vulnerability scanner, which identifies the OS information of a network host and assesses the
vendor’s known vulnerabilities and misconfiguration weaknesses [16]. They are able to analyze known
vulnerabilities precisely, but their process for actively probing the device is time consuming. In contrast,
our proposed system rapidly obtains the device information and matches it with publicly known
vulnerability information collected from NVD by passively analyzing network hosts.
John Matherly is operating a device search service called Shodan to retrieve Internet-connected
device information acquired by its Internet-wide scanning [9]. Shodan provides response information
such as TCP/IP handshake and banner message for open service ports. Durumeric et al. [10] proposed a
search engine called Censys which can analyze potentially vulnerable devices. Censys can identify the
partial vulnerability information of Heartbleed, Poodle, etc., and also provide device information
including banner text for fourteen protocols. Censys is available for free using its search interface. It is
inconvenient for security experts to manually convert device information into CPE using these systems
because they simply deliver a service banner without processing its texts. However, our proposed
method is able to provide a device’s service banner and identify its HW/SW information, such as OS or
application.
Genge and Enachescu [17] proposed a vulnerability assessment method called ShoVAT. ShoVAT
analyzes device information acquired from Shodan API and identifies the CPE name and CVE entry
information of a vulnerable device. Due to its mechanism of creating the CPE name based on the
device’s version pattern (“Integer.Integer.Integer”), ShoVAT has a limitation in identifying several CPE
candidates and also may be incorrectly matched if the product name is located far away from the
product’s version number. Our proposed method can correct CPE information through an entire
keyword search for vendor and product names within banner texts and can then look up the version
number based on the CPE dictionary. It can further identify the installed software information related
to the already-identified CPE information.

4. Proposed System
We have designed a system for identifying a device’s HW/SW information from banner texts and
generating its CPE name [18]. Moreover, the way that supplementary software information is added
(e.g., target OS or an installed application) was studied so that more security vulnerabilities can be
discovered.

4.1 Concept
Fig. 4 shows the concept of our proposed method. We generated a CPE tree that is used in the keyword
search based on the CPE dictionary. Then, the keyword analysis for the pre-processed banner texts was
conducted and the device’s most relevant HW/SW information was returned in the CPE format.

4.2 Device Information Identification Based on the Banner
4.2.1 CPE tree generation
We generated a CPE tree based on the CPE dictionary to create the keyword list used in the banner
text analysis. As shown in Fig. 5, the CPE tree is made up of a total of 6 levels according to the CPE
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format. Level 1 is comprised of vendor name and Level 2 has its product information as a child node.
Likewise, levels 3, 4, 5, and 6 are built in the same manner. In case of level 5, one node can include
various items by separating the character strings with the “~” character. For each level, the character
strings are separated with the “_” character. For example of “cpe:/a:microsoft:internet_explorer:11”,
level 1 is Microsoft; level 2 is internet, Explorer; level 3 is 11; and the information on levels 4, 5, and 6 is
absent.

Fig. 4. Concept of the proposed method.

Fig. 5. Composition of the CPE name.

4.2.2 Banner keyword analysis
First, the banner texts are converted to lowercase to facilitate keyword analysis. Next, the keyword
analysis for the banner is conducted using a character string at each level of the CPE tree, as described
in Fig. 6. The name of the vendor or product is extracted for in levels 1 and 2 by running the entire
keyword search and then the version information is identified in levels 3, 4, 5, and 6. In contrast with
levels 1 and 2, levels 3, 4, 5, and 6 only search for the keyword related to the searched product. For
version information, the substring combination (e.g., version 4.6.1) that can be separated with the “.”
character is taken into account to figure out the higher version (e.g., version 4 or 4.6).
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4.2.3 CPE format conversion
The extracted keywords are converted into the closest CPE name from level 1 to level 6. Among the
possible CPE candidates from the keyword combination, the CPE name with the longest character
string is selected. Since two or more CPEs can exist, if there is another keyword other than the keyword
that uses the longest character string, the CPE can be additionally created. Through the abovementioned
process, as much device information in the CPE format as possible is identified and this is finally used
for the CVE vulnerability information analysis.

Fig. 6. Keyword analysis for the processed banner texts.

4.2.4 Prototype system
We implemented a prototype system of our proposed method and obtained banner data from our
collection system using Censys API [10]. This system processes the banner texts of the most common
service protocols (e.g., HTTP, FTP, SSH, and so on) by converting it into lowercase letters. The CPE
tree is pre-created by parsing the recent CPE dictionary from NVD. Additionally, the function that
measures the number of discovered CPE names per device to analyze the precision of this method was
implemented.

4.3 Target OS Identification
In cases where only the application information of a device is known, its OS information can be
additionally identified at CPE tree level 5: the information target_sw, target_hw. As shown in Fig. 7, we
can find out the target OS by acquiring target_sw information in the CPE name without the additional
analysis process.

Fig. 7. Instance of target OS information.
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4.4 Installed Application Identification
In cases where only the OS information of a device is known, its application information installed in
the system can be additionally identified through an analysis of the product catalogue provided by the
manufacturer’s database. We can automatically structure the product list of the specific application
supported by the OS or the OS installed application and then identify the installed product information.
For instance of Fig. 8, Internet Explorer which is a Microsoft Windows application can be identified.

Fig. 8. Instance of installed application information.

5. Results
It was verified that how much product information in the CPE format can be identified using our
proposed scheme. To do so, we analyzed the accuracy of identifying the correct hardware or software
CPE information from the service banners of Internet-connected devices. This study aimed to identify
as many CPE names as possible from a banner.

5.1 Experimental Data
We utilized our collection system and the Censys search engine in acquiring banner data for nine
protocols. For each protocol, 10,000 banners were collected from Internet-connected hosts. From
amongst all of these, the arbitrary 50 network hosts were selected for each service protocol and their
service banners were used in the accuracy analysis experiment.

5.2 Experimental Results
5.2.1 Accuracy analysis
We measured the accuracy rate for identifying the appropriate CPE names in the banner. It was
manually analyzed that if the HW/SW information of a device was correctly distinguished in right CPE
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format. Table 1 describes the results of this experiment. The average rate for the accuracy analysis was
98.9%. The accuracy rate of the proposed method was higher than ShoVAT (about 92.3%). This is
because that our system can create multiple CPEs without duplication for different keywords by
conducting full keyword search for the banner texts and generating all possible keyword combinations
(including version information) regardless of the word location in the banner. The other existing
methods, such as Shodan and Censys, have a limitation for identifying the device information since the
number of their searchable devices is small (or unknown).
Table 1. Accuracy rate (%) for identifying CPE names
FTP

SMTP

SSH

IMAP

IMAPS

POP3

CWMP

HTTP

TELNET

98

100

94

100

100

100

100

98

100

The accuracy rate was high, but there was a lot of over matched CPE information. In the case of
CWMP, SSH, and HTTP, the banner text was composed of similar forms and generally relevant
HW/SW information. For SMTP, there were many words about the website address and a little
HW/SW information. For IMAP and IMAPS, lots of banner texts were made up of commonly used
words to disrupt the identification of CPEs. These words may lead to keywords being over matched.
Overall, there are a number of keywords that are commonly used in the access page of the remote
server, such as “server,” “login,” and “administrator.” It is very hard to distinguish these product names
from the service banner. If there is a unique product name, our system is able to discover better its CPE
name. In this paper, we focused on identifying a lot of CPEs from the service banners of an open port.
Although there are many over matched CPE names, it is reasonable for analyzing the HW/SW
information in order to identify a vulnerable device.

5.2.2 OS information analysis
A lot of service ports provide OS information in the service banner. Thus, we analyzed the service
banner, including OS information, which is most common OS, such as Linux, Ubuntu, and Debian.
While there are service banners that have keywords associated with the OS, it was inspected that how
many CPE names could be identified. We selected 50 random sample banners with OS information and
manually analyzed their software information. In this experiment, the accuracy rate of the entire target
OS was approximately 100% because those OS names are distinguishable from general sentences in
processed banners. Comparatively, these banners are made up of useful words for identifying the CPE
name than those that have application information. In addition, we analyzed the service banner,
including web server information, such as Apache, Nginx, and Lighttpd, and the accuracy rate was also
high (about 100%).

5.2.3 Execution time
The device information analysis time of our proposed method was measured for each protocol and
the average execution time was 1.1 seconds (Table 2). In the case of POP3 and SSH, the execution times
were faster than the other protocols. In contrast, it took a little more time for FTP to complete the
analysis work. The entire analysis time for current Internet-connected devices was about 5 hours in the
simulation regarding the number of open ports and is presented in Table 3.
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Table 2. Execution time (second) per 10,000 banners
FTP

SMTP

SSH

IMAP

IMAPS

POP3

CWMP

HTTP

TELNET

2.2

0.99

0.46

0.73

0.69

0.3

1.61

0.93

1.61

Table 3. Total analysis time (hour) for Internet-connected devices
FTP

SMTP

SSH

IMAP

IMAPS

POP3

CWMP

HTTP

TELNET

0.41

0.17

0.19

0.09

0.08

0.04

1.87

1.88

0.33

6. Discussion
6.1 Coverage
Our prototype system allows for the sorting of identified CPE names. In other words, the CPEs are
sorted in descending order and the CPE with the highest accuracy rate is represented at the top of the
whole CPE list. It is efficient for discovering the best CPE name as CPEs have duplicate names but
individual vendors can be identified. This system also provides matching information, which shows
how a CPE name and the searched keyword in the banner are related.
Moreover, our system includes a vulnerability analysis feature that associates a device with the
corresponding vulnerability information (i.e., CVE identifier number). If the CPE name is identified, its
related vulnerabilities can be automatically listed. Thus, the accuracy rate of CPE identification means
that the accuracy rate of a device’s vulnerability identification.

6.2 Limitations
Unless the vendor or product name is unique, it is hard to distinguish the CPE name from service
information. For instance, there are short names with less than three characters or that consist of
commonly used words. There are even some cases where the word spacing in the banner itself is not
correct. In the case of the CPE name for an application, it is more difficult to discover than OS
identification because there are a huge number of applications and they have various names.
To cope with this problem, we aimed to discover as many CPEs as possible from service banners and
created the CPE name list in matching probability order. It needs more efforts to analyze a lot of
patterns for banner texts by each service protocol in order to achieve greater accuracy. It is also
important to analyze banner texts with a single approach in order to conduct keyword searches that are
independent against the service protocol type.

7. Conclusion
The device management of a network host should be taken into account in order to prevent hackers
from exploiting known vulnerabilities so as to conduct a large-scale cyberattack. To deal with this, we
have proposed an automatic analysis method of identifying device information and its known CVE
entries through conducting the keyword analysis for banner texts based on the CPE dictionary. The
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hardware and software information of an Internet-connected device can be obtained in the CPE format,
and also the target OS or the installed application information can be identified to find out as many
vulnerabilities as possible. It was demonstrated that our proposed scheme can provide a proper CPE list
of the device information with the matching process. In the future, we will expand the target of software
information analysis and make further researches that discover the actual OS or application installed in
a network host.
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